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for external operations for turning operations for facing operationsfor internal operations

Clamping sleeves 
to hold centre drills

Tool heads

* other systems on request

with 4 clamping holderswith 3 clamping holderswith 2 clamping holders

with ISO taper 
to 
DIN 2080

with ISO taper 
to 
DIN 69 871

for UMA 
Ø 45/88,88*

AdaptorAdaptors

Angle 
adjustable 
15° - 60°

axial 
adjustable

System Summary GE 100 System characteristics

Figs 1 and 2: 
Two up to a maximum of six axially and radially adjustable tool holders in combination with a center 
drill or step drill reduce the time needed for the complete machining of ends to mere seconds.

Shaft operations Pipe operations Casing operations

4 x boring, int. chamfering, 
facing

capping, external chamfering

2 x ext. cahmfering, internal 
chamfering, facing

3 x boring, 3 x internal chamfe-
ring, facing

spot facing, centering, 
ext. chamfering, facing

Fig 3: 
The application possibilities for this system are almost infinite. 
Here are a few theoretical examples from the fields of shaft, pipe and casing operations. 

boring, facing, ext. chamfe-
ring, internal chamfering

facing, internal chamfering, 
external chamfering face piercing, external cham-

fering, centering, facing

2 x turning, 3 x external cham-
fering, facing, form drilling

turning, facing, 
form operations, centering

facing, 2 x turning, 
3 x external chamfering

turning, coning, facing, 
centering

coning

turning, 2 x external chamfe-
ring, boring, facing

form drilling, facing, radius 
operations

turning, external chamfe-
ring, internal chamfering, 
facing

2 x boring, 2 x int. chamfering, 
face piercing, radius operations, 
external chamfering

face piercing, boring, external 
chamfering, facing

Tool holder, radially adjustable

System Summary GE 100 System characteristics

intelligent modular design

Endless possibilities
The fl exible tooling system GE 100 puts 
no limits on your creativity. Modular 
construction, radially and axially 
adjustable short clamping holders 
as well as special practice-orientated 
indexable inserts make the GE 100 
universally applicable, especially for 
shaft, pipe and casing operations.

The main application area is to be 
found on machines for end operations. 
It is intended for such operations as 
spot facing and centering. But also for 
stripping clamping pilots, facing, outer 
chamfering and centering (in preparation 
for CNC machining operations). Or for 
coning of bar stock for further operations 
on automatic machines. Even for the 
machining of casings or mountings, 
i.e. capping, radius operations or face 
piercing operations on machining 
centers, multiple station and special 
machines. In short, we now offer you 
an additional tool alternative (fi g. 1) 
for the:
• automotive industry, motor 
  manufacturers (gearing, shafts,bushes)
• pipe fi ttings industry
• mountings industry
• steel manufacturers 

(coning of bars for automatic 
machines)

Standardised tools are generally less 
expensive, but they are rarely as effi cient 
as special tooling. This is not the case 
with the GE 100. This well thought-out, 
standardised, modular design (fi g. 2) is 
remarkable in its fl exibility regarding 
diameter, precision and tool material. 
The GE 100 can be applied for machining 
diameters of between 15 and 240 mm. 
The tool head (fi gs. 3 and 4) permits 
the application on all standard machine 
adaptors, also on all rapid change 
systems. By switching the clamping 
holders or clamping sleeves, one can 
machine other workpieces with one 
and the same basic support, i.e. tool 
head. The bore hole in the tool head 
serves as a clamping sleeve adaptor 
for center drills, step drills, form drills 
or boring bars.


